Cytogenetic adaptive response in cultured human lymphocytes: dependence on the time of exposure to adapting and challenging doses of gamma-rays.
Human lymphocytes from 16 healthy donors were exposed in vitro to an adapting dose of gamma-rays (0.05 Gy) at G0, or G1, or G1/S stage of the cell cycle and subsequently to a challenging dose of gamma-rays at G1, or G1/S, or S (1 Gy), or G2 (0.5 Gy) stage. Frequencies and distributions of the induced chromosome aberrations were analyzed in first-division metaphases. The data averaged over the donors revealed the protective action of the adapting exposure under the irradiation schemes with the challenging dose delivered at S or G2 stage. The majority of aberrations induced at these stages belonged to the chromatid type, and their yield was significantly higher in G2-exposed cells than in S-exposed cells. However, the relative reduction of the challenging dose effect (about 34%) in the adapted cells did not depend on the magnitude of this effect, and its value remained the same (within the experimental error) if aberrations were subdivided into chromosome and chromatid types or grouped as total deletions and total fragments. The adaptive response was not revealed under the schemes with the challenging dose delivered at G1 or G1/S stage. Analysis of the individual results showed that, in one and the same donor, the adaptive response could be observed under one irradiation scheme and not observed under other schemes, the most effective schemes being those with the challenging dose delivered at G2 stage. Four donors, however, did not show the adaptive response even under such schemes. Data on aberration distributions suggested that different repair processes, rather than a unique one, may underlie the adaptive response.